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30. (Amended) The system of claim 27, wherein the modeling application modifies

based virtual object based on the position of the virtual tool.
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31 . (Amended) The system ofclaim 27, wherein the modeling application calculates an

interaction force among the constraint geometry, the voxel-ba$ed virtual object, and tie virtual

tool in response to determining the position of the virtual tool.
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32. (Amended) The system of claim 27, further comprising a modification mode for ihe virtual

tool selected by the user, and the modeling application modifies the voxel-base4 virtual object in

response to the modification mode and the position of the virtual tool-
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1

Clean C!opy ofPending Claims

in accordance with 37 C.F.R, 1.121(c)

(Amended) A method for modifying a virtual object in a haptic virtual environment,

2 comprisuig;

3 deteitnining a virtual tool comprising a plurality of discrete points for use by ihe user in

4 the haptic virtual environment;

5 selecting a modification mode other than a surface deformation for the virtual tool;

6 sensing a location of a user in real space;

7 determining locations of the plurality of discrete points ofthe virtual tool relative to a

8 location of the virtual obj ect;

9 calculating an interaction force between the virtual tool and the virtual object based on

10 the locations of the plurality of discrete points of the virtual tool and the location of Ihe virtual

1 1 object;

12 producing a modified virtual object by modifying tlie virtual object based on the

13 modification mode, the locations of the plurality of discrete points ofthe virtual tool and the

14 location of the virtual object; and

1 5 outputting the modified virtual object.

1 2. The method of claim 1 > further comprising the steps of

2 determining a virtual surface for the virtual object; and

3 determining a position and an orientation of the virtual tool by determining the locations

4 of the plurality of discrete points relative to the virtual surface of the virtual object.

1 3. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of determining the virtual surface compr .ses

2 determining a virtual isosurface for the virtual object*

1 4. The method of claim 1, wherein the virtual object is a volumetric representation.
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5. The method of claim 4, wherein the volumetric representation comprises voxels canprismg

density values.
..

6. (Amended) The metliod of claim 1 , wherein the step of selecting a modification mode for the

virtual tool comprises selecting at least one of a material removal mode, a material ad<Ution

mode, a smoothing mode, a mirroring mode, and a 3-D sketch mode. ^

7. The method of claim 1> further comprising the step of determining at least one virtial

constraint for the movement ofthe virtual tool.

1 8, The method ofclaim 7, wherein the step of determinmg at least one virtual constraint for the

2 movement of the virtual tool comprises determinmg at least one of a point, curve and surface

3 constraint for the movement of tlie virtuid tool.

9. The method of claim 1> further comprising the step of exporting the modified virti al object.

10. (Amended) A system for modifying a virtual object by a user in a haptic virtual enviromnent,

2 the system comprising:

3 a virtual tool comprising a plurality of discrete points for use by the user in ti e haptic

4 virtual environment, wherein the user selects a modification mode for the virtual tool other than a

5 surface deformation;

6 a haptic interface device, wherein the haptic interface device senses a locatior. of the user

7 in real space;

8 a modeling application m communication with the haptic interface device, the virtual

9 object, and the virtual tool, wherein the modeling application determines locations ol' the

10 plurality of discrete points ofthe virtual tool relative to a location of the virtual object; calculates

1 1 an interaction force between the virtual tool and the virtual object based on the locations of the

12 plurality of discrete pomts of the virtual, tool and the location of the virtual object; prDduces a

13 modified virtual object by modifying the virtual object based on the modification mcde; the

14 locations of the plurality of discrete points of the virtual tool, and the location ofthe virtual

15 object; and outputs the modified virtual, object.
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1 1 . The system of claim 1 0, further comprising

the virtual object comprising a virtual surface; and

the virtual tool comprising a position and an orientation, wherein the modeling

application detennines the position of the virtual tool and the orientation of the virtual tool by

detennining the locations of the plurality ofdiscrete points relative to the virtual surfa ce ofthe

virtual object.

12. The system ofclaim 11, wherein the virtual surface of the virtual object is a virtujil

isosurface.

13. The system ofclaim 10, wherein the virtual object is a volumetric representation.

14. The system ofclaim 13, wherein the volumetric representation comprises voxels comprising

density values. ^
^

15. (Amended) The system ofclaim 10, wherein the modification mode is a selected one of a

material removal mode, a material addition mode, a smoothing mode, a mirroring mode, and a 3-

D sketch mode,

16. The system ofclaim 10, wherein th«s user determines at least one vutual constraint for a

movement ofthe virtual tool.

17. The system ofclaim 16, Avherein the at least one virtual constraint for the movemsnt ofthe

virtual tool is at least one ofa point, curve and surface constraint.

18. The system of claim 10. wherein the modeling application exports the modified virtual

object. . .

19. (Amended) A method for interfacing with a voxel-based virtual object in a haptic virtual

environment, comprising:

generating a voxel-based virtual object comprising a virtual surface in the ha] jtic virtual

environment;

setting a constraint geomebry in the haptic virtual environment;
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determining a virtual tool for use by the user in the haptic virtual environment;

sensing a location of a user in reaJ. space;

determimng a haptic interface location in the haptic virtual environment in resiionse to

location ofthe user in real space;

determimng a position of the virtiaai tool in the haptic virtual environment in omparison

to the haptic interface location and the location of the virtual surface and the constraint geometry;

constraining an action ofthe virtual tool based on (i) the constraint geometry, (u) the

virtual surfece. (iii) the position ofthe virtual tool, and (iv) the haptic interface locaticn.

20. The method of claim 19, wherein the step of setting a constraint geometry compri;;es setting

at least one of a constraint point, constraint curve, and a constraint surface.

21. The method of claim 19, wherein the step of determimng the position of the virtual tool

further comprises moving the position ofthe virtual tool to coincide with the haptic interface

location. ^

22. (Amended) The method ofclaim 19, further comprising the step ofmodifying th« voxel-

based virtual object based on the position ofthe virtual tool.

23. (Amended) The method of claim 19, further comprising calculating an interactio:i force

among the constraint geometry, the voxel-based virtual object, and the virtual tool in response to

the step ofdetermining the position of the virtual tool.

24. (Amended) The method ofclaim 19, fiirther comprising the steps of selecting a nodifioation

mode for the virtual tool, and modifying the voxel-based virtual object in response to the

modification mode and the position ofthe virtual tool.

1 25, The method ofclaim 1 9, v^erein the step of constraining the action of tlie virtual tool

2 comprises constraining the translation of the virtual tool.

1 26. The method ofclaim 19, wherein the step of constraining the action of the virtuel tool

2 comprises constrainmg the rotation of the virtual tool
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1 27. (Amended) A system for interfecing with a voxel-based virtual object in a haptic iqrtual

2 environment, the system comprising:

3 a voxel-based virtual object comprising a virtual surface;

^ 4 a virtual tool for use by the user in the haptic virtual enviromnent;

5 a constraint geometry limiting the movement of the virtual tool in the haptic virtual

6 environment;

7 a haptic interface device, wherein the haptic interface device senses a position of tlie user

S in real space;

9 a modeling application in commimication with the haptic interface device, the voxel-

10 based virtual object, and the virtual tool, wherein the modeling appUcation determine:; a haptic

1 1 interface location in the h^c virtual environment in response to the location ofthe i^er in real

12 space; determines a position of the virtual tool in the haptic virtual environment in co .Tiparison to

13 the haptic interface location, and the location of the virtual surface and the constramt geometry;

14 and constraining an action of the virtual tool based on (i) the constraint geometry, (ii) the virtual

1 5 surfece, and (iii) the position ofthe virtual tool, and (iv) the haptic interface location.
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28. The system of claim 27, wherein the constraint geometry is at least one of a constraint point,

constraint curve, and a constraint sur£ac5.

29. The system ofclaim 27, wherein the modelmg application determines the position ofthe

virtual tool by moving the position of the virtual tool to coincide with the haptic inteiface

location.
—'

30. (Amended) The system of claim 27, v^rherein the modeling application modifies he voxel-

based vu^ual object based on the position of the virtual tool.

31. (Amended) The system of claim 27, wherein the modeling application calculates an

interaction force among the constraint geometry, the voxel-based virtual object, and lie virtual

tool in response to determining the position of the virtual tool.
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32. (Amended)The system of claim 27, l^jrther comprising a modificatioa mode for ti e virtual

tool selected by the user, and the modeling application modifies the voxel-based virtuiU object in

response to the modification mode and the position of the virtual tool.

33. Hie system of claim 27, wherein the action ofthe virtual tool comprises a translaiion of the

virtual tool.

34. The system ofclaim 27, wherein the action of the virtual tool comprises a rotatiot ofthe

virtual tool.
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35. (New) The method of claun 1 , wherein the virtual object comprises a voxel-based virmal

object.

36. (New) The system of claim 10 whei:ein the virhial object comprises a voxel-base i virtual

object.
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